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Assessment Report
Level 2 Latin 2017

Standards 91194  91195

Part A: Commentary
Despite the challenging subject material of the passage for translation, and the range of question types
within the comprehension, the number of Excellence grades for both standards remained high.

Part B: Report on Standards

91194:  Translate adapted Latin text of medium complexity into
English, demonstrating understanding
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• recognised basic structures, such as the causal quod clause, and translated them appropriately
• translated most verb tenses accurately, such as arcuerantand videbatur
• were able to distinguish between active and passive verbs
• observed in general the rules of agreement

• recognised common tenses of verbs correctly
• recognised simpler constructions, such as the causal quod clause or relative clause, and translated

appropriately
• translated prepositional phrases correctly
• distinguished at times between active, deponent, and passive voice
• observed in general the rules of agreement.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• were unable to identify the subject or direct object of some sentences
• wrote down the English meanings of the Latin words in the same order as they appeared in the

passage
• did not identify vocabulary correctly from the vocabulary booklet
• used tenses incorrectly
• misrelated some phrases.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• used pronouns appropriately to demonstrate who was being referred to
• handled deponent verbs and the ablative absolute idiomatically
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• recognised present participles and translated them appropriately
• recognised the purpose clause
• translated Latin phrases for the most part in the appropriate order to obtain the correct English

meaning.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• knew how to handle the gerundive
• correctly recognised the genitive plural of the present participle
• acknowledged the passive voice in their translation
• represented tenses and cases accurately in their translation
• took notice of all the assistance available in the vocabulary booklet.

Standard-specific comments

Nearly all candidates were able to demonstrate understanding. Those who were familiar with details
of declensions and conjugations, and who also paid close attention to details of agreement and the
provided meanings of words, communicated the detail of the passage in clear, unambiguous English.

91195:  Interpret adapted Latin text of medium complexity,
demonstrating understanding
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• partially answered questions, for instance, omitting half of a question or the requested Latin
evidence to support English responses.

• understood most of a sentence but mistranslated the odd word, such as reading libros = books as
being liberos = children

• identified the correct case of nouns, but not their correct number or gender
• confused some past tenses.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

 There were no candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• comprehended much of the passage, but missed the significance of some words that added to the
meaning, for instance ferme and inanem

• recognised most case endings, but missed the significance of some noun endings, such as Pomponis
and Numa

• recognised adjectival meanings, but omitted to notice the comparative or superlative degrees
• noticed some grammatical constructions but missed others, for instance a reported statement.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• gave all the detail required for an answer
• supported responses to questions with full Latin evidence
• understood grammatical terms and were able to match them to Latin words in the passage
• noticed the significance of word endings consistently, such as the ending of candelis, which shows

that it is ablative plural, not singular.
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Standard-specific comments

Those candidates who selected particular points and fully expanded on them, with appropriate and
unambiguous evidence given from the Latin to support their responses, demonstrated thorough
understanding. These candidates tended to also pay close attention to details of agreement and the
provided meanings of words.
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